Configuration and Change Management Specialist (f
/m/div)*
Job description
Do you consider yourself a highly motivated professional? Do you want to play a major
role in the support of the development projects for Automotive applications? Then, join
our Project Management Excellence team as a Configuration and Change Management
Specialist, and be part of a highly skilled team contributing to set the standards in the
products development.
As a Configuration and Change Management Specialist, you will support the
development projects for Automotive applications. Your focus will be on the definition
and execution of configuration and change management for our automotive IP
development platform. You will work in close cooperation with the project managers
and development teams. This role is a key function to ensure that the projects and
products meet the requirements of Automotive standards.
In your new role you will:
Define the project database infrastructure and the rules for documents and work
products storage and linking;
Define the Configuration and Change Management plan , to ensure that all the
relevant project documents and work products are produced, versioned,
archived through the project and product lifecycle;
Work closely with the project managers and the project teams to ensure that the
Configuration and Change Management process is well integrated and smoothly
executed in the project lifecycle;
Cooperate across the developments sites to ensure definition, adoption and
execution of standardized processes;
Train regularly the project teams on procedures and tools of configuration and
change management;
Decide how to set up product variants and integrate reusable IP;
Define and implement work instructions which ensure compliance to relevant
standards, while keeping daily development work efficient and lean.

Please note that this position can be filled in Padova, Graz, Munich, or Bucharest.

Profile
You demonstrate high-quality standards for yourself and other people and generate
value with your ideas and solutions. You have good negotiation and prioritization skills.
You communicate openly, clearly, and coherently and are able to quickly establish
successful cooperation with all levels and functions of the organization.

At a glance
Location:
Job ID:

363570

Start date:

as soon as possible

Entry level: 0-1 year
Type:

Full time

Contract:

Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search.
Alternatively, you can also scan the QR code
with your smartphone:

Job ID:

363570

www.infineon.com/jobs

Contact
Ana Rita Costa
Talent Attraction Manager

successful cooperation with all levels and functions of the organization.
You are best equipped for this task if you have:
A Bachelor's degree in Engineering, Physics or equivalent degree;
Structured and systematic working style;
Experience with change tracking systems e.g. JIRA and with documents
versioning tools e.g. SVN;
Experience with product lifecycle management (e.g. PTC Windchill), as a strong
plus;
Experience with the challenges of IP integration and platform development, as a
plus;
Good English skills. German/Italian/Romanian is beneficial depending on the
site.
Please send us your CV in English.

Why Us
Part of your life. Part of tomorrow.
Infineon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and
greener. Our solutions for efficient energy management, smart mobility, and secure,
seamless communications link the real and the digital world.
– Automotive (ATV) shapes the future of mobility with microelectronics enabling clean,
safe, and smart cars –
Our semiconductors are essential for supporting the automotive megatrends:
electromobility, automated driving, connectivity, and advanced security. They link the
real and the digital world, driving the ever-advancing pace of automotive digitalization.
Infineon ATV is the number one semiconductor partner in the fast-changing automotive
world, based on our system knowledge and our passion for innovation and quality.
Click here for more information about working at ATV with interesting employee and
management insights and an overview with more #ATVDreamJobs.

* The term gender in the sense of the General Equal Treatment Act (GETA) or other
national legislation refers to the biological assignment to a gender group. At Infineon
we are proud to embrace (gender) diversity, including female, male and diverse.

